Spartan Root Cutters

**Turn your jetter into a high-powered sewer cleaning system.** Spartan’s durable root cutters use hydraulic power to quickly cut and clear roots and debris more quickly than cable machines. Available for 4” to 20” diameter pipes with flow rates of 10 GPM to 60 GPM, our root cutters give you the ideal solution for every pipe cleaning job.

### O’BRIEN ROOT CUTTER

- Self-propelled with removable, quick-change skids
- Instant-lube fitting allows easy lubrication without disassembly
- Spiral saw cutters are a full-circle design with teeth on both sides of blade for cutting while moving forward and back
- Cutting blades come in 6 sizes, so you can customize the blade to individual jobs
- Dedicated toolbox

### SPECS

- Pipe sizes: 6” - 20” diameter
- Weight: 19 lbs.
- Includes skids for 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, and 15”
- Choice of a 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, or 15” spiral saw with unit purchase; other blade sizes optional
- Works on 3/4” or 1” hose, 35 to 60 GPM @ 2,000 PSI

### 468 ROOT CUTTER

- Self-propelled with removable, low-profile skids
- Instant-lube fitting allows easy lubrication without disassembly
- Can be positioned into lines without having to enter the manhole
- Optional 10” blade and skid available
- Dedicated toolbox
- Leader hose included so you don’t have to remove the skids to remove the hose

### SPECS

- Pipe sizes: 4” - 10” diameter
- Weight: 8 lbs.
- Includes skids for 4”, 6”, and 8” blades and skids
- 800 - 2,000 PSI operating pressure
- 10 - 15 GPM flow rate
- Connects with 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” or 1” hose
- 400’ operating distance